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The Sea-Level Affecting Marshes Model was applied to coastal New York State at a 5 m horizontal res-
olution to investigate marsh conservation and potential migration under multiple sea-level rise sce-
narios. Feedbacks between sea-level rise and marsh accretion rates based on mechanistic modeling were
included. Simulation results predict extensive marsh losses in microtidal regimes behind the barrier
islands of Long Island, vulnerable dry lands on barrier islands, and opportunities for upland migration of
coastal marshes. Results also indicate changes in the composition of marsh types. Confidence of pre-
dictions due to model parameter variabilities and spatial data error were estimated with the uncertainty
estimation module. Likelihood maps of land cover changes were produced. Uncertainty results suggest
that variability in land cover projections is mostly due to the wide range in potential sea-level rise signals
by 2100 while impact from uncertainties in model parameters, spatial data errors and linked models is
less significant.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Software availability
The SLAMM model used to produce these model runs is

open source; version 6.2 is available at the following URL:

http://warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM6.

1. Introduction

Tidal wetlands, located at the interface between land and tidal
waters, are among the most susceptible ecosystems to accelerated
sea-level rise (SLR). However, the relationship between tidal
marshes and ocean levels is a complex one, incorporating several
dynamic factors. Variables such as elevation of marshes relative to
tides, frequency of wetland inundation, pore-water salinity, marsh
biomass, subsidence, marsh substrate, and the settling of sus-
pended sediment can all affect marsh responses to changing water
levels. Furthermore, the migration of tidal wetlands inland in
response to rising oceans can be affected by hydraulic connectivity,
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as well as the hard barriers of existing seawalls and development.
To assist land-use planners in identifying appropriate adaption

strategies in response to potential impacts of SLR on tidal marshes
and nearby areas in New York State (NYS), the New York State
Energy Research and Development Authority (NYSERDA) funded a
high resolution application of the Sea-Level Affecting Marshes
Model (SLAMM) to the majority of the NYS coast (Fig. 1).

Based on a relatively simple framework, SLAMM simulates the
dominant processes involved inwetland conversions and shoreline
modifications during long-term sea level rise and uses a complex
decision tree incorporating geometric and qualitative relationships
to represent habitat changes (Clough et al., 2012). The SLAMM
model will predict both the capability of existing salt marshes to
survive an increase of sea level by maintaining elevation, and the
colonization of marsh into areas previously high and dry as sea
level increases. Predictions of wetland coverage are produced over
decadal time steps assuming that at each time step marshes and
wetlands can come to equilibrium with future water levels. The
model has been under development since the mid-1980s (Park
et al., 1989) and has been widely applied to assess wetland fate in
the coastal United States (Craft et al., 2008; Galbraith et al., 2002;
Lee et al., 1992, 1991; Park et al., 1991). The validity of the model
has been recently tested with retrospective analyses in Florida
(Geselbracht et al., 2011) and Louisiana (Glick et al., 2013). In Flor-
ida, the model was used to assess coastal forest loss when
under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Fig. 1. Project study area as broken into five individual SLAMM projects.
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compared to 30 years of field data. The authors concluded “overall,
the model showed the same pattern of coastal forest loss as
observed. In Louisiana, model calibration was conducted using a
1956e2007 observation period. Despite extremely limited histori-
cal data to initialize the model, hindcasting results predicted 35%
total marsh loss versus observed 39%. Additional model testing was
completed via a global sensitivity and uncertainty analysis to clarify
the relationship between model input factors and output uncer-
tainty (Chu-Agor et al., 2010). The SLAMM model was recently
favorably evaluated using neutral models for the lower Pascagoula
River basin, Mississippi (Wu et al., 2015). Mcleod et al. (2010)
reviewed the model among a suite of sea-level rise impact
models and stated “… the SLAMM model provides useful, high-
resolution, insights regarding how sea-level rise may impact
coastal habitats”

The main objective of this manuscript is to present and discuss
the application of SLAMM to the New York coast. Although the base
analysis considers a range of different possible SLR scenarios, the
effects of various sources of uncertainties such as input parameters
and driving data are not accounted for. In addition, refined and site-
specific data are often not available requiring the use of regional
data collected from literature and professional judgement in order
to run the model. To ignore the effects of these uncertainties on
predictions may make interpretation of the results and subsequent
decision making misleading since the likelihood and probabilities
of predicted outcomes would be unknown. A unique capability of
the current version of SLAMM is the ability to aggregate multiple
types of input-data uncertainty to create outputs accompanied by
probability statements and confidence intervals. Uncertainty in
elevation data layers have been considered by several modeling
groups to various extents (Gesch, 2009; Gilmer and Ferda~na, 2012;
Schmid et al., 2014). However, to the best of our knowledge, no
other marsh migration model simultaneously accounts for the
combined effects of uncertainty in spatial inputs (DEM, VDATUM,
etc.) and parameter choices (accretion rates, tide ranges, etc.) on
landcover projections. This added feature of SLAMM allows results
to be evaluated in terms of their likelihood of occurrence with
respect to input-data and parameter uncertainties. Further, by
assigning wide ranges of uncertainty when appropriate, it permits
the production of meaningful projections in areas where high-
quality local data are not available.
2. Materials and methods

This section summarizes the data sources and the steps under-
taken to build SLAMM models for the study area. However, for a
more extensive and complete description, the reader can access the
final project report at http://tinyurl.com/NYSERDASLAMM.

Study Area. Fig. 1 shows the entire study area which comprises
all coastal regions of Long Island, New York City (NYC) and the
Hudson River up to the Tappan Zee Bridge. The inland extent of the
study area included all lands with elevations less than 5 m above
mean tide level (MTL), except for NYC where the entire area was
considered. The 5 m boundary elevation was selected to limit the
study area to regions that could be affected by increased sea level
under all the SLR scenarios considered (the maximum SLR exam-
ined was approximately 1.7 m by 2100).
2.1. Land cover data

Several data sources were used to characterize land cover types:

� Nassau and Suffolk Counties. For both the north and south shores
of this study area, land cover information was derived from a
2004 National Wetlands Inventory (NWI) published by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/).

� New York City. The primary layer was provided by the New York
State Department of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC)
dated 1999. To better reflect current land coverage, recent data
provided by the NYC Department of Parks and Recreation
(NYCDPR) were used to remove or add wetland areas. Land
cover for Jamaica Bay, NY was derived from a 2008 high-
resolution data. Finally, NWI data were also used for fresh wa-
ter wetlands and to classify areas notwell identified by the other
data sources. Following extensive feedback and review from
NYCDPR, all of these data sources were combined to create the
final land cover layer for NYC.

� Hudson River. Land cover for this area was from 2007 data from
the NYSDEC Hudson River Estuary Program.

The preparation of land-cover layers required several steps
including conversion from the native land-cover classification to
SLAMM categories, conversion to the project-specific GIS projec-
tion, overlaying of several data layers in order of their priorities, and
conversion to raster maps of 5 m cell resolution.

Native wetland classifications for the different data sources
were converted to SLAMM wetland categories with the assistance
of NYC Parks and NYSDEC experts and using the conversion table
from NWI categories to SLAMM that has been carefully vetted by
Bill Wilen of NWI (Clough et al., 2012, Table 4).

The demarcation between developed and undeveloped dry land
was determined based on a high-resolution impervious-surface

http://tinyurl.com/NYSERDASLAMM
http://www.fws.gov/wetlands/
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data set created by the University of Vermont Spatial Analysis Lab
using 2011 imagery obtained from the National Agricultural Im-
agery Program and for NYC a 2010 sub-meter resolution land cover
dataset.

The total area studied amounts to over 580,000 ha, of which
210,292 ha are currently covered by dryland, 11,560 ha by tidal
marshes, 5100 ha by beaches and tidal flat, 4100 ha of non-tidal
marsh and the rest is open water.

Table 1 summarizes all land cover-types for the entire study
area.

2.2. Elevation data

Original LiDAR data sets were 2011e2012 Coastal New York
State LiDAR (Tidal Water Raster DEM), New York 2010 Lidar
Coverage, USACE National Coastal Mapping Program, and 2012
USACE Post-Sandy LiDAR: NJ &NY. These recent LiDAR data all have
a native resolution of 1 m, horizontal precisions ranging from 30 to
75 cm, and vertical precisions that range from 5 to 12 cm.

Starting from these LiDAR data, hydro-enforced Digital Elevation
Model (DEM) maps were created for the entire study area. Hydro-
logic enforcement is performed to eliminate the effects of artifi-
cially raised topography (e.g. bridge elevations initially contained in
the DEM or a missing culvert) that would otherwise block hydro-
logic flows. For this study, the New York State Accident Location
Information System road centerline file and the National Hydrog-
raphy Dataset were intersected to identify all culvert/bridge loca-
tions in the initial DEM that needed hydrologic enforcement.

In addition to the elevation layer a slope layer was created. The
slope in degrees of each cell is a SLAMMmodel input and provides a
range of elevations that can be observed in a cell. This information
is used to calculate partial cell conversion. Slope rasters were
derived from the hydro-enforced DEMs created above using the
“slope tool” in ESRI's spatial analyst.

The NOAA VDATUM modeling product (National Ocean Service,
2013) was used to convert elevation data from NAVD88 to MTL, the
vertical datum used by SLAMM.

2.3. Dikes and impoundments

Dike rasters were created using NWI data which provide a
“diked or impounded” attribute for wetland areas only. These lands
were assumed to be permanently protected from flooding. This
procedure has the potential to miss dry lands that are protected by
dikes and seawalls, however no additional diked areas in the study
area were found when examining the US Army Corps of Engineers
National Levee Database.

La Guardia Airport was assumed to be permanently protected by
existing and future seawalls. In fact, without this assumption and
with the available elevation data for the area, SLAMM would pre-
dict regular inundation from the east side of the airport. While La
Guardia airport has occasionally been flooded in the past,
currently-existing seawalls are not effectively represented in the
DEM. In addition, there is an ongoing engineering project to
improve airport protection against inundation.

2.4. SLR scenarios

Deterministic SLAMM simulations were produced under four
scenarios of future SLR corresponding to the General Climate Model
Maximum (GCM Max), 1 m by 2100, and the Rapid Ice Melt Mini-
mum andMaximum (RIMMin and RIMMax) scenarios as described
in the New York State ClimAID Report (2011) ranging from SLR in-
creases of 71.9e172.2 cm (28.3e67.8 inches) by 2100 (Fig. 2).

The SLR scenarios shown in Fig. 2 above are “relative” sea-level
rise estimatesdthey are specific to the study area as they include
local subsidence. Therefore, SLAMM scenarios do not need to be
corrected for differences between local (or relative) SLR and global
(or eustatic) SLR trends. According to NOAA, historic sea-level rise
trends along the New York coast range from 2.35 mm/yr at Kings
Point to 2.78 mm/yr in Montauk. Therefore each of the four sce-
narios simulated represents a significant acceleration of SLR from
the historical trend.

2.5. Tidal and inundation data

Tide-range data were collected from NOAA tidal datums and
2011 tide prediction tables (National Ocean Service, 2010) within
the study area. An additional tide data source was the LIShore
historical tide database (Wilson, 2013). Overall, 233 data sources
distributed throughout the study area were used to model the
spatially different tidal regimes (detailed location and values can be
found in the Appendix B of the project report).

To determine the elevation at the wetland-to-dryland boundary,
NOAA historical inundation data were evaluated. By analyzing the
local relationship between frequency of inundation, elevations and
current land cover, the elevation that differentiates coastal wet-
lands and dry lands is approximately the height inundated once
every 30 days, which is in agreement with previous model appli-
cations (e.g. Geselbracht et al., 2011; Table 1, footnote f). A linear
relationship between the 30 day inundation level and the great
diurnal tide range was determined in order to assess dry to wet
land boundaries in all study areas.

2.6. Tidal marsh accretion rates

A key feature of this SLAMM application is the accounting for
what are potentially critical feedbacks between tidal-marsh ac-
cretion rates and SLR (Kirwan et al., 2010). In tidal marshes,
increasing inundation can lead to additional deposition of inorganic
sediment that can help tidal wetlands keep pace with rising sea
levels (Reed, 1995). In addition, salt marshes will often grow more
rapidly at lower elevations allowing for further inorganic sediment
trapping (Morris et al., 2002). Therefore, as water levels rise due to
SLR, to some extent marshes can move vertically to maintain their
location in the tidal frame.

Feedback relationships were investigated using observed ac-
cretion rates as compared to marsh platform elevations. When not
reported in the data source, marsh platform elevations were esti-
mated from the site DEM using the coordinates provided in the
citations. There is significant uncertainty in terms of assigning el-
evations to these marsh platforms, especially when core data
(Pb210 measurements) were used to derive accretion rates. A more
detailed discussion about this is provided in the uncertainty esti-
mation section below.

Accretion curves were derived for the SLAMM categories of
regularly-flooded marsh (RFM) and irregularly-flooded marsh
(IFM). Qualitatively, RFM includes low to mid marshes, while IFM
includes high marshes.

- IFM Accretion. Data from 15 different sites were evaluated
(Armentano and Woodwell, 1975; Cochran et al., 1998; Flessa
et al., 1977; Kolker, 2005; Maher, 2013). Accretion rates for
high marshes ranged from 2.1 to 7.9 mm/year. No strong rela-
tionship between accretion rates and derived elevations for
these sites was evident, nor was there any spatial trend within
the study area. This may be expected as IFM are subject to less-
frequent flooding than lower marshes, and therefore less sedi-
mentation. Based on the data analysis, IFM accretion ratewas set
to the average value of the available data with a very mild linear



Table 1
Initial-Condition Land cover categories for entire New York study area.

Land cover type Area (ha) %

Estuarine Open Water 194,333 33.4
Open Ocean 153,469 26.4
Undeveloped Dry Land 127,226 21.9
Developed Dry Land 83,065 14.3
Irreg.-Flooded Marsh 9119 1.6
Swamp 3466 0.6
Inland Open Water 2877 0.5
Regularly-Flooded Marsh 1609 0.3
Ocean Beach 1877 0.3
Estuarine Beach 1868 0.3
Tidal Flat 1394 0.2
Trans. Salt Marsh 420 0.1
Inland-Fresh Marsh 639 0.1
Tidal Swamp 335 0.1
Tidal-Fresh Marsh 78 <0.1
Inland Shore 35 <0.1
Rocky Intertidal 25 <0.1
Riverine Tidal 6 <0.1
Ocean Flat <1 <0.1
Total (incl. water) 581,843 100
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feedback, ranging from 4.06 mm/year at the highest elevation to
4.23 mm/year at the lower end of the elevation range of this
marsh type. The high degree of uncertainty of these data is
accounted for and discussed in the uncertainty estimation
section.

- RFM Accretion. To properly account for feedbacks in regularly-
flooded marshes, version 3.4 of the Marsh Equilibrium Model,
(MEM) developed by Dr. Morris and coworkers at the University
of South Carolina (Hagen et al., 2012; Morris et al., 2002), was
calibrated to site-specific data for regularly-flooded salt
marshes. MEM is mechanistic model that accounts for the
physical and biological processes that determine the resiliency
of salt marshes to accelerations in sea-level rise. Use of a
mechanistic model such as MEM can have several benefits over
an empirical curve fitting. First, MEM can estimate marsh
accretion-rates at elevations low in the tidal frame where
marshes do not exist today but where marshes could fall to in
the future as a result of increased SLR. Second, results from this
model can be extrapolated to geographic areas where there are
no accretion data available, but other physical/biological
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Fig. 2. Sea-level rise scenarios simulated using SLAMM compared to the NYS ClimA
parameters are available (e.g. suspended sediment concentra-
tions or tidal regimes).

MEM includes several key physical and biological input pa-
rameters. Some of them are usually readily available (e.g. tide
ranges, suspended sediment concentration, initial sea-level and
marsh platform elevation), while other are uncertain or site spe-
cific (e.g. sediment trapping coefficient, or below-ground turnover
rate). The approach taken was to estimate MEM input parameters
based on observations when available and fit a small set of un-
certain model parameters using observed accretion rates in the
area. Available data were spatially separated into North of Long
Island, South of Long Island, and the Peconic Bay System due to
differences in tide-ranges, salinity, and suspended-sediment
concentrations.

� Accretion data from 13 sites were evaluated (Cochran et al.,
1998; Kolker, 2005; Maher, 2013) and ranged from 1.4 to
7.0 mm/year.

� Suspended sediment data (in the form of total suspended solids
or TSS) were collected from the US EPA STORET Data Ware-
house, The City of New York Department of Environmental
Protection, and the Peconic Estuary Program and varied be-
tween from 8.2 mg/L in NY Harbor and Staten Island to 20 mg/L
in the Hudson River study area. These last data, although rela-
tively high compared to other portions of the study area, were
however at the low end of the 20e40 mg/L range for the ma-
jority of the Hudson River Estuary described by Woodruff et al.
(2001).

� Marsh biomass data were limited. Values between 700 and
1000 g/m2 have been measured at Hoadley, Jarvis and Sher-
wood marshes in CT (Anisfeld, 2014). Based on these observa-
tions, the North Shore of the Long Island was calibrated using an
optimal peak biomass of 800 g/m2. Hartig and coworkers
measured biomass of Spartina alterniflora ranging from 700 to
1450 g/m2 in Jamaica Bay (Hartig et al., 2002). The value of
1150 g/m2 was used as optimal peak biomass for the MEM
describing accretion rates in the South Shore of Long Island. For
the Peconic Bay system, the highest measured accretion rates
were observed. To match these rates within the MEM model, a
higher biomass of 2000 g/m2 was used in this region. It is
presumed that higher marsh biomass in this region is due to
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lower observed salinity (15.8 PSU in this region vs. 26e28 PSU in
the north and south shores of Long Island, Pierson, 2013). Recent
studies on low salinity marshes (Schile et al., 2014) measured
average peak biomass ranging from 1600 to 2400 g/m2 while
multiple studies indicate that the aboveground growth rate of
S. alterniflora is reduced as salinity increases (Dame and Kenny,
1986; Haines and Dunn, 1976; Linthurst and Blum, 1981;
Linthurst and Seneca, 1981; Mendelssohn and Marcellus, 1976;
Zedler, 1980) and that this results in lower aboveground
biomass (Vasquez et al., 2006).

The best-fit MEM curves were identified the web version of
MEM (http://129.252.139.114/model/marsh/mem2.asp). A third-
order polynomial fit of these curves was then implemented into
SLAMM. The resulting curves used in SLAMM are illustrated in
Fig. 4. These relationships were translated into polynomial curves
and fed directly into the SLAMM model to describe response of
various marshes when subjected to different flooding frequencies.

For Staten Island and the Hudson River where no accretion data
are available, the calibrated MEM models for the South Shore of
Long Island and the Peconic Bays were extrapolated by incorpo-
rating known TSS and tide-range information for these areas but
keeping all other input parameters unchanged. The Staten Island
prediction is essentially identical to the derived model for Long
Island South. However, due to the high TSS in the Hudson River,
low marshes in that area are predicted to have accretion rates as
high as 11 mm/year. Since low marshes currently occupy a mini-
mal portion of the Hudson River study area, this high accretion
value may play a significant role only under the most aggressive
SLR scenarios and the latest time steps. It does suggest however,
that any high marsh in the Hudson River (such as Piermont Marsh)
that converts to a regularly-flooded marsh may have higher
resilience.

2.7. Other marsh accretion

Other wetland types can also gain elevation over time via ver-
tical accretion mechanisms, though the model is less sensitive to
these parameters. The inland-fresh marsh accretion rate was set to
1 mm/yr. Studies of fens and freshwater marshes in Michigan and
Georgia suggest this as an appropriate estimate based on 210Pb
measurements (Craft and Casey, 2000; Graham et al., 2005). Tidal
fresh marsh accretion was set to a constant 5 mm/yr based on data
presented by Neubauer et al. (2002). Accretion feedback was not
considered due to a lack of site-specific data. Also lacking site-
specific data, values of 1.6 mm/yr and 1.1 mm/yr were assigned
for swamp and tidal swamp accretion, respectively which were
measured in Georgia (Craft, 2012, 2008).

2.8. Beach sedimentation

Average beach sedimentation rates are assumed to be lower
than marsh-accretion rates due to the lack of vegetation to trap
suspended sediment, though it is known to be highly spatially
variable. Lacking site specific information, beach sedimentation
was set to 0.5 mm/yr, a commonly used value in SLAMM applica-
tions. It is worth noting that beach nourishment, predominant
throughout the study area, is not accounted for in these SLAMM
simulations, but different nourishment scenarios could be added to
the model for future analyses.

2.9. Erosion rates

Erosion is another important process that may determine con-
version of coastal areas to open water. Based on the analysis of
Leatherman et al. (2000) who examined over 100 km of shoreline
in Southern Long Island, long-term horizontal erosion rates of
0.44 m/yr. were applied to beach and tidal flats. Within SLAMM
projections, the beach (or tidal flat) to open water interface is
especially uncertain due to local variability in erosion and aggra-
dation rates, wetlands and elevation data that are often not tidally
coordinated, beach nourishment, and frequent waterline reforma-
tion due to storm events.

For marshes, erosion rates were set to 1m/yr. (Fagherazzi, 2013).
In SLAMM marsh erosion is modeled only at the marsh to open-
water interface and erosion occurs only if there is adequate fetch
(>9 km). For this reason, marshes in SLAMMhave been shown to be
considerably less sensitive to this parameter than accretion pa-
rameters (Chu-Agor et al., 2010).

2.10. Model calibration

SLAMM calibration was carried out by applying the initial-
condition tides model to the study area but with no sea-level rise,
accretion or erosion considered. With these “time-zero” pro-
jections, the consistency between elevation data, the current land
coverage, modeled tidal ranges and hydraulic connectivity was
assessed. Due to the lack of horizontal precision in land-cover data,
elevation map uncertainty, and simplifications within the SLAMM
conceptual model, some cells may be inundated too often with
respect to the initial land cover identification (e.g. dry land that is
inundated every day), and become converted to a different cate-
gory. Where significant land-cover changes occur, additional
investigation was required to confirm that the land cover of a
particular area was correctly represented by time-zero results. For
example, the high resolution elevation data allowed the identifi-
cation of small channels in a several marsh areas not captured by
the wetland layer. Otherwise, changes were reduced by calibrating
tide ranges, within the variability reflected in the data, or by adding
dikes or seawalls that were inadequately represented in our data
sets (for example at LaGuardia Airport). Inundation-frequency
maps were used to identify areas that should have been con-
nected to tidal waters but had barriers in the digital elevation map
that limited this connectivity. Consequently the DEM was further
hydro-enforced where necessary.

2.11. Uncertainty setup

An important objective of this analysis was to study the confi-
dence of the results with respect to input-data uncertainties. All of
the site-specific data required by SLAMM, such as the spatial dis-
tribution of elevations, wetland coverages, tidal ranges, accretion
and erosion rates, local sea-level rise and subsidence rates, may be
affected by uncertainties that can propagate into the predicted
outputs. For each of the model input parameters, an uncertainty
distribution was derived based on available site-specific data. Dis-
tributions were selected to reflect measurement errors, uncertainty
within measured central tendencies, and professional judgment
(Firestone et al., 1997). Mechanistic considerations regarding the
proper distribution type and the feasible bounds of the variable
were considered.

Because SLAMM calculates equilibrium effects of SLR based on
relatively large time-steps, long-term erosion rates, accretion rates,
and SLR rates were used to drive model predictions. Therefore, the
uncertainty distributions described in the following paragraphs are
based on long-term measurements rather than incorporating
short-term variability within measurements. Cell-by-cell spatial
variability was considered for elevation data and VDATUM correc-
tions, while the majority of the input parameters had uncertainty
distributions that varied on a subsite basis. The distributions for SLR

http://129.252.139.114/model/marsh/mem2.asp
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rate, long-term erosion rates, and accretion rates were applied
uniformly throughout the study area.

One important limitation that has to be considered when
interpreting these results is that the uncertainties of the general
conceptual model in describing system behaviors (model frame-
work uncertainty) are not taken into account. Within this uncer-
tainty estimation, the flow chart of marsh succession is fixed. For
example, low marshes must initially pass through a tidal flat
category before becoming open water rather than directly con-
verting to open water under any circumstance.

The distribution of possible SLR scenarios was derived from the
recent NYC Panel on Climate Change Report (NPCC2) (Rosenzweig
and Solecki, 2013) and the ClimAID report (Rosenzweig et al.,
2011). The NPCC2 study estimates that by the 2050s the sea-level
rise (with respect to 2000e2004 baseline level) at the Battery in
NYC has a 10% probability to be 17.8 cm (7 in) or less, and a 90%
probability to be less than or equal to 78.7 cm (31 in). From this
information, SLR was extrapolated to 2100 and a triangular prob-
ability distribution, shown in Fig. 5, was considered for SLR by 2100
with a most likely SLR of 1.04 m (41 in). Based on professional
judgment and additional literature estimates of eustatic SLR
(Grinsted et al., 2009; Vermeer and Rahmstorf, 2009), we set the
minimum SLR rate to 0.35 m by 2100 rather than using this as the
10th percentile. The highest possible SLR rate scenario was set to
2.35 m (92.5 in) by 2100.

Elevation-data uncertainty was evaluated by creating a new
elevation map for each Monte Carlo iteration, by adding a
spatially-autocorrelated error field to the existing digital elevation
map (Darnell et al., 2008; Heuvelink, 1998; Hunter and Goodchild,
1997). This approach uses the normal distribution as specified by
the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the LiDAR-derived
dataset and applies it randomly over the entire study area, with
spatial autocorrelation included (Hunter and Goodchild, 1997). It
was assumed that elevation errors were strongly spatially auto-
correlated, using a “p-value” of 0.2495, which results in tight
clusters of similar data errors. The declared LiDAR RMSEs are: 9 cm
for Hudson, Nassau and Suffolk Counties, and 12.5 cm for New
York City.

Similarly, a vertical-datum-correction uncertainty was also
applied via autocorrelatedmaps. The MTL to NAV88 transformation
grids fromNOAA covering the study area have a nominal maximum
uncertainty that ranges between 9 cm and 11 cm. Because of the
complicated boundaries of these datasets as compared to the study
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Fig. 3. Great diurnal tide range to 30-Day inundation height/salt eleva
project boundaries and the similar maximum cumulative un-
certainties of the datasets, the RMSE for the datum correction was
set to 10 cm for the entire study area. Like the DEM uncertainty the
assumption of strong spatial autocorrelation was maintained and a
“p-value” of 0.2495 was applied.

For tide ranges, the uncertainties were modeled as normal dis-
tributions with standard deviations equal to the spatial variability
observed in the subsite area when data were available. Standard
deviations were widened conservatively when multiple measure-
ments were not available. The “salt-elevation” uncertainty was
derived by first estimating the salt elevation based on the tide range
(selected from the tide-range distribution) using the relationship
shown in Fig. 3. Then a further uncertainty multiplier was drawn
reflecting the confidence intervals shown in Fig. 3 (the derived
standard deviation for the salt elevation was 9 cm).

For all other input parameters, uncertainty distributions where
derived from the literature when available or otherwise assigned as
uniform distributions with wide uncertainty range. The overall
characteristics of selected uncertainty distributions are summa-
rized in Table 2 below.
y = 0.6596x + 0.1727
R² = 0.9298

1.50 2.00 2.50
Tide Range (m)

tion relationship derived from NOAA and long island shore data.
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A more complex set of distributions was required for IFM (high
marsh) and low RFM (low marsh) for which mechanistic accretion
models had been applied. For IFM the linear accretion-elevation
relationship used in the deterministic model runs was main-
tained in the uncertainty estimation effort. The maximum and
minimum accretion rates assigned at the boundaries of the marsh
elevation range were drawn from probability distributions. Trian-
gular distributions were used to draw both the minimum and
maximum accretion values. The most likely probabilities were set
to the maximum and minimum values used in the deterministic
runs (4.23 mm/yr and 4.06 mm/yr, respectively). The range for
these triangular distributions was estimated by adding two stan-
dard deviations to themost likely value or subtracting one standard
deviation (to avoid negative accretion rates). The resulting range of
maximum accretion rates was [2.38, 7.94] mm/yr., and for the
minimum accretion rate it was [2.21, 5.91] mm/yr.

Similarly, the uncertainty in the accretion-feedback curves
applied to low marshes was estimated by considering the uncer-
tainty and variability within available accretion data. Accretion-
measurement uncertainty and associated elevation-data uncer-
tainty were either provided or estimated by considering the
elevation variability around the sampling location (Fig. 6). For
simplicity, only maximum and minimum accretion rates were
considered as uncertainty variables. Given this choice, the
Table 2
Summary of SLAMM input parameters uncertainty distributions.

Parameter Uncertainty distribution Min Max Most lik

Marsh erosion Uniform 0.0 2.0
Swamp erosion Normal 0.2a 1.8b 1.0
Tidal flat erosion Truncated Normal 0.0 2.3b 0.4

Tidal fresh marsh accretion Triangular 2.0 18.0 5.0

Inland fresh marsh accretion Normal 0.7a 1.3b 1.0

Tidal swamp accretion Uniform 0.6 2.8

Swamps Uniform 0.2 3.4

Beach sedimentation Uniform 0.1 2.0

a 2.5th percentile.
b 97.5th percentile.
calibrated MEM model identified for the deterministic runs (see
Fig. 4) can be varied by these two rescaling factors. Interpreting
Fig. 6, any accretion feedback curve drawn between these two red
lines with the same general parabolic shape could be produced by
one of the uncertainty model's iterations. A low minimum accre-
tion rate could be paired with a high maximum accretion rate for
example, providing a very strong feedback. The propagation of
input-parameter uncertainty into model predictions cannot be
analytically derived due to the non-linear spatiotemporal re-
lationships that govern wetland conversion. Therefore, the SLAMM
uncertainty estimation module employs a Monte Carlo approach in
which the model is run hundreds of times over different input
parameters simultaneously drawn from their uncertainty distri-
butions using efficient Latin-Hypercube sampling. Results are then
assembled into probability distributions of estimated land cover-
ages. The number of model realizations ranged from 100 to 300,
depending on the study area (Table 3) resulting in approximately
42,000 h of CPU time. The fewest runs were produced for Suffolk
East as it had the longest CPU time per iteration. Extra runs were
produced for the New York City study area to add precision to
confidence intervals and to assess the effect of added iterations on
uncertainty-map predictions as discussed below.

3. Results

A summary of overall land-cover changes for the entire study
area is shown in Table 4. Of the tidal marshes, high marshes
(irregularly-flooded marshes) are predicted to have the most
vulnerability under all SLR scenarios with predicted losses ranging
from over 3500 to over 8000 ha. In contrast, low marshes are
predicted to make significant gains moving from 2200 ha of land
coverage observed today to between 4200 and 7100 ha by 2100. In
addition, from 1500 to 8600 ha of developed dry land and from
3700 to nearly 14,000 ha of undeveloped dry land are predicted to
become flooded and convert to a different land type. Undeveloped
dry lands convert to various wetland types depending on the fre-
quency of flooding, while developed dry lands convert to “flooded
developed dry land.” Open water is also predicted to expand by
3400 ha under the most conservative SLR scenario, and by more
than 14,000 additional ha under RIM Max.

Another way to examine these results is to combine data for all
tidal marshes (regularly-flooded marsh, irregularly-flooded marsh,
tidal fresh marsh, and transitional salt marsh). Currently tidal
marshes occupy nearly 12,000 ha throughout the study area. Under
the GCM Max SLR scenario, total-marsh land cover is predicted
reach 14,000 ha, a net gain of over 2000 ha. Looking at higher SLR
scenarios, these gains are reduced to approximately 300 has.
ely Units Notes

m/yr. Fagherazzi, 2013
horz. m/yr. Professional Judgment
horz. m/yr. Leatherman et al., 2000

Wide range to account for storms and beach nourishment
mm/yr. Neubauer, 2008

Neubauer et al., 2002
mm/yr. Craft and Casey, 2000

Craft and Richardson, 2008
mm/yr. Craft, 2012

Data collected in Georgia
mm/yr. Craft, 2014

Data from Altamaha River, GA
mm/yr. Professional Judgment
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Table 3
Uncertainty iterations by study area.

Study area Suffolk East Suffolk West Nassau NYC Hudson

Iterations run 100 150 200 300 200
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Nevertheless, the total-tidal marsh coverage area is predicted to be
maintained even under the highest SLR scenario examined (RIM
Max). From this point of view, coastal marshes of NY State appear to
be somewhat resilient to SLR. However, as discussed further below,
this result requires significant upland regions to be left undevel-
oped and made available for future marsh habitat.

Fig. 7 illustrates the predicted interplay between high marshes,
low marshes and tidal flats at the end of the century. Under lower
SLR scenarios, irregularly-flooded marshes are converted into
regularly-flooded marshes, a habitat change that can have signifi-
cant effects on marsh salinity and suitability of habitat for species
that rely on these marshes. As predicted SLR exceeds 1 m, low
Table 4
Land cover change predicted by 2100 compared to initial conditions. Negative change va

Land cover category Hectares in 2004 Land c

GCM

Estuarine open water 194,583 2770
Open ocean 153,573 632
Undeveloped dry land 126,390 �3731
Developed dry land 82,942 �1495
Irreg.-flooded marsh 8401 �3462
Swamp 3456 �207
Inland open water 2845 �171
Regularly-flooded marsh 2216 4190
Ocean beach 1840 �251
Estuarine beach 1797 �715
Tidal flat 1405 �122
Trans. salt marsh 1187 1301
Inland-fresh marsh 628 �79
Tidal swamp 323 �132
Flooded developed dry land 123 1495
Tidal-fresh marsh 76 �10
Inland shore 35 0
Rocky intertidal 17 �12
Riverine tidal 5 �2
marshes also are forecast to be lost and non-vegetated tidal flats
increase.

The robustness of thesemodel predictions has been investigated
by an uncertainty estimation study. The New York City uncertainty
results presented here are the result of 300 individual model pre-
dictions. Given the spatial complexity of this model, estimating
prediction uncertainties was computationally intensive, with over
40,000 h of CPU time required to develop uncertainty results for the
entire study area. Increasing the number of iterations to one or ten
thousand was untenable. To account for this limitation, non-
parametric statistical methods using the properties of binomial
distributions were used to calculate the confidence of the percen-
tiles accounting for the number of iterations (Walsh, 1962). The
land-cover confidence intervals reported are the most conservative
confidence boundaries of the percentiles (e.g. the 5th percentile
curve is reported as its lowest 5% confidence boundary, and the
95th percentile curve by its highest 95% confidence boundary,
shown as the bold lines in Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 also illustrates how the coverage of NYC coastal marshes
evolves over time when considering all model uncertainties
simultaneously. As expected, the confidence interval widens over
time as several uncertainties become more prominent. While
coastal marshes are predicted to increase overall, this graph does
not account for changes in habitat towards more regularly-flooded
and more saline wetlands. In addition, these model results must be
interpreted as optimistic considering that all undeveloped dry land
is assumed to be available for conversion to marsh habitats, no
future development or sea-wall construction is assumed, and no
marsh losses due to anthropogenic impacts (such as boat traffic or
water pollution) are included.

Fig. 9 shows the same graphic but includes deterministic results
for each of the four SLR scenarios within the confidence interval.
From this graph it appears that the variable producing the most
width in the predicted confidence intervals is the uncertainty in
SLR scenarios as opposed to other input-parameter and data
uncertainties.

To test this assertion, an additional uncertainty estimation study
was run, keeping the “most-likely” SLR scenario fixed at 1.04 m and
allowing all other model parameters and spatial data to be varied.
Fig. 10 illustrates the results of these simulations. The confidence
interval provided by the uncertainty results with SLR-fixed (dotted
lines) is quite narrow compared to the confidence intervals when
lues indicate loss and positive show gains.

over change from 2004 to 2100 for different SLR scenarios (ha)

max 1 m RIM min RIM max

5439 8295 12,777
802 1079 1450
�6505 �9881 �13,916
�3112 �5503 �8637
�6781 �7773 �8069
�373 �543 �710
�310 �407 �493
6962 7095 6165
�127 �29 65
�894 �1049 �1223
532 1734 2337
1676 2010 2259
�172 �213 �288
�205 �257 �282
3112 5503 8637
�28 �43 �53
0 0 0
�14 �15 �16
�2 �2 �2
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SLR is also varied (solid black). This result is somewhat surprising
given the wide variability introduced to accretion rates (Fig. 6) and
the thorough accounting of spatial uncertainty in elevation and tide
data. This result suggests that overall, if the future SLR scenario
were to be known, SLAMMmodel results do not have a particularly
wide confidence interval. However, this result does not include
uncertainties raised by factors outside of themodel domain, such as
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Fig. 9. Confidence interval for coastal marsh in black lines comp
anthropogenic changes to the landscape, or uncertainties driven by
the model structure itself.

Given the importance of upland-migration corridors, spatial
analysis of model results is critical to better understand predicted
marsh dynamics. In addition, SLR effects are predicted to be
spatially variable across the study area with some areas at higher
risk of marsh loss. Heavy marsh losses are predicted in vulnerable
microtidal regimes behind the barrier islands south of Long Island
and these barrier islands themselves are found to be subject to
considerable dry-land losses. The vulnerability of low-tide-range
wetlands to SLR has been widely reported in other studies and is
documented in the literature (Kirwan et al., 2010). It can be simply
explained if you consider that a larger tidal amplitude produces a
wider range of elevations in which tidal marshes can exist.

While estimation of predition uncertainty has the potential to
add complexity to a model simulation, it simultaneously can
simplify results by reporting all possible SLR scenarios in a single
probabilistic metric. Maps of uncertainty results can provide a
spatial context to the stochastic simulations. Some examples of
uncertainty maps derived for this project are: “Percent Likelihood
of Habitat Change” (the likelihood that a cell has changed category
e Fig. 11); “Probability that a cell is a coastal wetland” (includes all
tidal marsh and beach categories e Fig. 12). Other maps not shown,
but available throughout the study area on the project data re-
pository website (http://www.warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/
NYSERDA/) include “Probability that a cell is flooded-developed
0 2090

95% High
95% Low
Mean
1.04 m scenario
5% High
5% Low

tervals for coastal marshes in NYC.

2090

95% High

NYS RIM Max

NYS RIM Min

NYS 1M by 2100

NYS GCM Max

5% Low

ared to deterministic estimates for the four SLR scenarios.

http://www.warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/NYSERDA/
http://www.warrenpinnacle.com/prof/SLAMM/NYSERDA/
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land”; and “Probability that a land category has converted to open
water.” These maps were derived for the years 2025, 2055, 2085,
and 2100. Model results for New York City suggest moderate to high
probabilities of habitat changes in both Jamaica Bay and north-
western Staten Island (Fig. 11), but also suggest moderate to high
probabilities that these regions will include coastal wetlands in
2100 (Fig. 12).
Fig. 11. NYC percent likelihood
4. Discussion

The Sea-Level Affecting Marshes Model (SLAMM) is a valuable
tool to quantify the potential changes in marsh communities under
the stress of accelerated SLR. Moreover, the stochastic uncertainty
estimation module built in to SLAMM allows time series of deter-
ministic model predictions to be presented with confidence in-
tervals. Numerical results can be informative, but spatial analysis is
of habitat change by 2100.



Fig. 12. NYC percent likelihood of coastal wetland in the year 2100.
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indispensable in identifying areas where proper land use man-
agement could assist marsh maintenance and migration. An
example analysis is shown below for Jamaica Bay in Fig. 13.

In Fig. 13, panel A shows the current tidal-wetland coverage
while panels B and C show the predicted coverage at 2100 under
1 m and RIM Max scenarios respectively (open water and tidal flat
are transparent with Google earth imagery beneath). One can
observe that under 1 m of SLR most of the current area occupied by
marshes today is still predicted to be marshlands in 2100. However,
most of the existing high marshes (orange in panel A) are replaced
by low marshes (light blue in panels B and C). Under a more
aggressive SLR scenario (panel C), existing marshes are either
predicted to be converted to low marshes or mostly replaced by
tidal flats or open water (transparent). As is generally the case
throughout the study area, total marsh land cover is not predicted
to diminish because marshes are migrating inland to undeveloped
dry lands. Panel D shows the 2004 land cover of areas that are
predicted to be occupied by marshes at 2100 under RIM Max. The
predominance of red suggests that the majority of these future
marsh lands are currently dry lands. If these areas are properly
managed, marshes could adapt to SLR by colonizing these areas.
Finally, panels B and C also illustrate developed dry lands that are
predicted to be regularly flooded by 2100 (in violet). These areas
may be suitable for marshmigration in terms of flooding frequency.
However, in order to make them functioning marsh-migration
pathways several land use management actions would likely
need to be taken, e.g. developed land re-appropriation. This
example illustrates how spatial analysis of SLAMM projections can
assist in identifying appropriate adaptation strategies.

Similar analyses can also support the identification of priorities
in allocating available resources for managing current and future
marsh areas. When considering the 1 m SLR scenario by 2100, re-
sources could be split between protecting and maintaining the
current marsh land cover and creating favorable conditions for
marsh migration. For example, facilitating marsh accretion by
restoring sediment sources and the deposition of dredged material
may both prolong marsh viability and support marsh migration. On
the other hand, when considering the RIM Max scenario, resources
should be allocated towards creating migration pathways, as
maintaining the current marsh areas is likely to become chal-
lenging. Additionally, spatial uncertainty maps can assist manage-
ment decisions by explicitly accounting for uncertainty in the
planning process. For example, an area that is highly likely to be
openwater in the future will need a different management than an
area that is robustly predicted to be a marsh.

A major consideration in the examination of marsh migration
pathways is anthropogenic changes to the landscape. Land that is
currently considered undeveloped and available for future marsh
colonization may become developed or protected by seawalls,
creating hard barriers to marsh migration. It has been suggested
that the fate of wetlands depends more on the human response to
sea-level rise than the stress of sea level rise itself (Kirwan and
Megonigal, 2013). The results of this SLAMM analysis are based
on the current development footprint in coastal New York. Any



Fig. 13. Jamaica Bay projected tidal marsh dynamics. (A) Current coverage, (B) Predicted coverage by 2100 under 1 m SLR, (C) Predicted coverage by 2100 under RIM Max (1.7 m
SLR), (D) Potential marsh migration areas.
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future development in this region could affect the ability of coastal
marshes to survive accelerated sea-level rise and would impact
marsh ecosystem services such as carbon sequestration, animal
habitat, recreation, and protection from storm surge.

5. Conclusions

This application of the SLAMM model utilizes a high horizontal
resolution (5-m cells) and covers a large study area (all of coastal
New York State). It incorporates the best-available elevation data,
all existing tide data, and multiple land-cover data sets. This study
combines these data with mechanistic marsh-accretion modeling
to provide a thorough analysis of coastal-marsh fate across the
study area. To address input-data and accretion-modeling un-
certainties, a thorough estimation of prediction uncertainties was
undertaken. Prediction results suggest that uncertainty over the
rate and extent of future sea-level rise is by far the largest driver of
uncertainty in model results.

There is another factor outside of the model domain that may be
at least as important, however. This is uncertainty over how current
undeveloped dry lands will be managed in the face of climate
change impacts. Will lands be made available for marsh migration
or will seawalls be aggressively built up to prevent transgression?
Given the current model assumption that undeveloped dry lands
are available for future marsh habitat, the model results presented
herein must be seen as optimistic.

One other important potential for the model results shown here
is that they can be used as a base analysis over which other analyses
and data sets can be overlaid. For example, a simulation could be
runwith no dry-land migration, to look at a worst-case scenario for
marsh migration corridors. Public-land to private land overlays
could be incorporated or models of future development footprints
to further refine model predictions in terms of anticipated
anthropogenic actions. Roads data layers can be overlaid and this
will characterize when these roads will be flooded and which roads
are likely to prevent marsh habitat migration. Other anthropogenic
effects may be built into the model such as effects from excessive
nutrients, channel dredging, or erosion due to boat traffic.

Perhaps more importantly, the existing model results may be
used by policymakers to prioritize restoration or management ac-
tions on existing wetlands or adjoining upland habitats. The results
presented here should provide an important context for existing
marsh restoration actions as well as habitat set asides for future
coastal habitats.
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DEM Digital Elevation Map
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GCM General Climate Model
GIS Geographic Information Systems
IFM Irregularly-Flooded Marsh (High Marsh)
LiDAR Light Detection and Ranginge method to produce

elevation data
MEM Marsh Equilibrium Model
MHHW Mean Higher High Water (average highest tide each day)
MTL Mean Tide Level
NAVD88 North American Vertical Datum of 1988
NOAA United States National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration
NWI U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's National Wetlands

Inventory
NY New York
NYC New York City
NYS New York State
NYSDEC New York State Department of Environmental

Conservation
NYCDPR NYC Department of Parks and Recreation
NYSERDA New York State Energy Research and Development

Authority
PSU Practical Salinity Units
RFM Regularly-Flooded Marsh (Low Marsh)
RIM Rapid Ice Melt
RMSE Root Mean Standard Error
SLAMM Sea-level Affecting Marshes Model
SLR Sea-Level Rise
TSS Total Suspended Solids
USACE United States Army Corps of Engineers
VDATUMNOAA Product for converting vertical datums
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